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 NEW CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE FOR SOYBEAN OIL. 

Posted on 9/3/2014 6:54:00 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

  

Higher closes for oats, soybeans and soybean meal while lower for rough rice, soybean oil, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. There's not been much in the way of changes for the grain complex as 
seen on the charts below. We've seen the continued slowdown of the wheat complex as its gone into a 
consolidation mode with Minneapolis and KC still trending lower overall while Chicago hasn't made a new 
low since July 29th. Even the Minneapolis/KC spreads have been chopping around in a range between -3 
and -17 since early July. With wheat's harvest there's not much more bearish news to affect at this 
complex except for demand and exports. I would continue to be careful, especially for Chicago wheat of 
initiating any new short positions unless for necessary hedging purposes. I just don't feel the action is 
worth the risk like in other markets at this time. Oats settled higher continuing to look higher at this time. I 
would look to go long somewhere under 340 where the bulk of good support resides and you had your 
chances last week when I originally mentioned this. Rice continues to fall in the November contract 
making a new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE.  I wouldn't begin to get excited unless I now see a close 
over 1300 while preferably over 1340 at this time. Corn settled down but still consolidating since July no 
matter what the news (mostly bearish) has been. In other words unless I, at least, see a new contract low 
and close, I wouldn't be inclined to add short positions now. Hedging concerns is a different story 
depending on each individual farmer's situation. That's where our hedging department would come into 
play. Since everybody knows the government is looking at record crops and yields, corn's action tells 
me it could be still oversold at the moment and should not be sold unless we see a close under at 360. 
Our hedge department says many farmers have been holding on to corn from the previous year 
leaving little room for storage whereby farmers would be forced to sell a large part of their crops right 
away. The beans (record crops forecast) and meal settled higher while oil made a new CONTRACT LOW 
AND CLOSE. The meal and meal/oil spreads have given the bulls hope by consolidating over the last 
couple of months before exploding to its best high and close slnce the beginning of July. The Nov. bean 
gap at 1132 1/2 that history says will most likely, but not always, be filled sooner or later has 
kept some traders nervous but the longer that gap remains the less likely they'll worry about it. I don't see 
much support below for the beans and oil but the Dec. meal does have strong looking support from 360 
down to 340 (briefly penetrated before).  In the end I still see the bean complex moving down while wheat 
and corn will keep slowing their pace down from now on. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS 
CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN 
MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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